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Abstract: In this work we explore the effect of rotation in the size of a traversable
wormhole obtained via a double trace boundary deformation. We find that at fixed
temperature the size of the wormhole increases with the angular momentum J{M`.
The amount of information that can be sent through the wormhole increases as
well. However, for the type of interaction considered, the wormhole closes as the
temperature approaches the extremal limit. We also briefly consider the scenario
where the boundary coupling is not spatially homogeneous and show how this is
reflected in the wormhole opening.
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1 Introduction
Wormhole solutions to Einstein’s equations connect two asymptotically different re-
gions of spacetime. However, they cannot be used to travel form one of the regions
to the other since traversable wormholes are forbidden in classical general relativ-
ity. Their existence would require a violation of the Average Null Energy Condition
(ANEC) usually achieved by including exotic matter. ANEC states that the stress
energy tensor integrated along a complete null geodesic is always a positive quantity,ż
γ
Tµνk
µkνdλ ě 0, (1.1)
where the null vector kµ is tangent to the geodesic γ and λ is an affine parameter.
ANEC plays a crucial role in singularity theorems and it has been proven to hold [1–
3] along achronal 1 null geodesics. Null geodesics in Minkowski and in Anti-de Sitter
are achronal therefore no violation of ANEC is possible and there are no traversable
wormholes in neither of these spacetimes.
In [4] the authors considered the scenario of an eternal black hole with two
asymptotically AdS boundaries and proposed a mechanism that evades the assump-
tions of the theorems forbidding ANEC violation. They showed that, semi-classically,
including a deformation that couples both boundaries modifies the causal structure
rendering the geodesics chronal and ANEC can be violated without contradicting
any known theorem. Choosing an appropriate sign for the coupling we see that this
is indeed the case; ANEC is violated and the wormhole becomes traversable. One
can check this explicitly by following a ray coming from past infinity and traveling
along the horizon. After turning on the boundary coupling this ray does not end up
in the singularity but makes it to the other boundary signaling that the wormhole
has become traversable. Usually, traversable wormholes imply causal inconsistencies
because one can obtain closed time-like curves by boosting one end of the wormhole
[5]. The scenario of [4] avoids this problem since coupling both boundaries means
that no such boosts are allowed.
The scenario presented in [4] has a holographic interpretation in terms of inter-
actions between two CFTs and yields the first traversable wormhole solution that
can be embedded in a quantum theory of gravity. In [6] the authors elaborate on the
quantum information implications of [4] and study in detail the traversable worm-
hole in AdS2 gravity, the conjectured holographic dual of Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK)
model [7, 8]. They emphasize that the scenario proposed in [4] can be viewed as a
quantum teleportation protocol. They also estimate the amount of information that
can be sent through the wormhole before the wormhole closes. Other aspects of the
quantum information implications of [4] can be found in [9–17].
1Recall that achronal geodesics are those that do not contain any points that can be connected
by a timelike curve.
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The mechanism proposed in [4] is beautifully simple and the result is fascinat-
ing. It could provide an explanation of how information can escape from a black
hole. However, currently, it does not address the full black hole information paradox
since for this mechanism to work the information should be in a very special state,
the thermofield double state. There are many issues to be understood before we
can apply the traversable wormhole protocol to the black hole information problem.
Understanding the details of the traversable wormhole protocol and its quantum
information implications in more general scenarios is a first step in that direction.
In this context, a natural question to ask is how the size of the wormhole and
the amount of information transferred change in more general gravity backgrounds.
In this work we consider a rotating eternal black hole in three dimensions (rotating
BTZ) and study the traversable wormhole produced by including a double trace
deformation at the boundary. For simplicity we first consider a constant boundary
coupling. We show that, at fixed temperature, the size of the wormhole opening
increases with the angular momentum. We establish a bound on information that
can be transferred and show that in a rotating background more information can be
sent through the wormhole as compared with the non-rotating scenario of [4] and [6].
We show that our results are valid for relevant operators of any conformal dimension
p0 ă ∆ ă 1q. The increase of the bound is particularly noticeable at higher angular
momentum J . We also analyze the extremal limit and find that the wormhole closes
as we approach J “M . The couplings considered in [4] and [6] were homogeneous in
the boundary spatial directions. We briefly consider the effect of taking a coupling
with dependence on the x boundary directions and investigate how this affects the
wormhole opening.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we review the rotating BTZ
geometry and establish our notation. In sections 3 and 4 we explore ANEC violation,
the size of the traversable wormhole and the bound on information that can be
transferred through it; these sections contain our main results. In section 5 we briefly
consider the case of a non-homogeneous coupling. Section 6 contains a summary of
our results and interesting future directions.
2 Review of the rotating BTZ geometry
The rotating BTZ black hole [18, 19] is a solution of Einstein gravity in 2` 1 dimen-
sions with negative cosmological constant Λ “ ´1{`2 described by the action
I “ 1
16piGN
ż
d3x
?´gpR ` 2`´2q. (2.1)
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The solution can be constructed from a quotient of global AdS3. The metric in
pt, r, x˜q coordinates is,
ds2 “ ´pr
2 ´ r2`qpr2 ´ r2´q
`2r2
dt2 ` `
2r2
pr2 ´ r2`qpr2 ´ r2´qdr
2 ` r2
´
dx˜´ r`r´
`r2
dt
¯2
,
x˜ „ x˜` 2pi. (2.2)
The inner (Cauchy) horizon is r´ and the outer horizon is r`. The identification
in the angular coordinate x˜ breaks the global SLp2,Rq ˆ SLp2,Rq isometry of AdS3
down to a Rˆ SOp2q subgroup. Without the identification, the solution is simply a
portion of AdS3 with a Rindler horizon for an accelerated observer. Since our interest
is the region near the outer horizon, it is convenient to work in the co-rotating frame
with the shifted angular coordinate
x ” x˜´ ΩHt, (2.3)
where ΩH “ r´`r` is the angular velocity of the outer horizon. With this choice the
metric becomes
ds2 “ ´pr
2 ´ r2`qpr2 ´ r2´q
`2r2
dt2 ` `
2r2
pr2 ´ r2`qpr2 ´ r2´qdr
2 ` r2 pN prqdt` dxq2 ,
N prq “ r´
2r`
r2 ´ r2`
`r2
, x „ x` 2pi. (2.4)
This choice is useful because the off-diagonal terms in the metric vanish at the outer
horizon.
The thermodynamic variables are,
M “ r
2` ` r2´
8GN`2
, J “ r`r´
4GN`
, S “ pir`
2GN
, κ “ r
2` ´ r2´
`2r`
, β “ 2pi
κ
, (2.5)
where M is the mass, J is the angular momentum, S is the entropy, and κ is the
surface gravity of the outer horizon, related to the temperature of the black hole by
κ “ 2pi{β “ 2piT . The horizon exists provided M ą 0 and |J | ď M`. Without loss
of generality we can assume that J is positive. The extremal limit, in which the two
horizons coincide, corresponds to |J | “M`. We can also rewrite the inner and outer
horizons in terms of M and J
r2˘ “ 116GN
´
M`2 ˘apM`2q2 ´ J2`2¯ . (2.6)
The Penrose diagram for the maximal extension of the rotating BTZ black hole is
depicted in Fig. 1. In principle, the maximal extension allows to continue to negative
values of r2, but since this introduces closed timelike curves the diagram is truncated
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at the surface r “ 0, which is treated as a singularity (see [20] for a more detailed
discussion). Note that we will not concern ourselves with the regions behind the
r´ horizon (3``, 3´`, 3`´, 3´´q since the r´ horizon is unstable [21]. Regions 1``
and 1`´ correspond to the region outside the horizon (r` ă r ă 8). Embedding
coordinates appropriate for region 1`` are given by [21]
1`` :
$’’’&’’’%
X` “
„´
r´r`
r`r`
¯´
r`r´
r´r´
¯r´{r` 12
coshpκ tq
T` “
„´
r´r`
r`r`
¯´
r`r´
r´r´
¯r´{r` 12
sinhpκ tq
, r` ă r ă 8. (2.7)
We can reach the region 1`´ from 1`` by performing a imaginary shift in time
tÑ t´ iβ{2. Similarly, regions 2`` and 2`´ can be reached from 1`` shifting time
by ´iβ{4 and ´3iβ{4, respectively2. Kruskal coordinates are defined as
U “ X` ` T`, V “ X` ´ T`. (2.8)
This choice of Kruskal coordinates is valid only for r ą r´. The metric (2.2) becomes
ds2 “ ´Ω2prqdUdV `
ˆN prqr
2Uκ
dU ´ N prqr
2V κ
dV ` rdx
˙2
,
Ω2prq ” pr
2 ´ r2´qpr ` r`q2
κ2r2`2
ˆ
r ´ r´
r ` r´
˙r´{r`
, (2.9)
where r “ rpUV q is understood as an implicit function. Note that the coordinate
transformation becomes singular when r` “ r´, so taking the strict limit r` “ r´ is
not possible with this choice of coordinates. For this reason, the extremal limit in
our analysis will correspond to approach r` Ñ r´, but still keeping r` ‰ r´.
3 Opening the wormhole with a double trace deformation
In AdS/CFT the eternal AdS black hole geometry is understood to be dual to two
copies of a CFT living in the two asymptotic boundaries (corresponding to regions
1`` and 1`´ in Fig. 1) in the thermofield double state (TFD) [22],
|Ψy “ 1a
Zpβ,ΩHq
ÿ
n
e´βpEn´ΩHJnq{2|En, JnyL|En, JnyR, (3.1)
2In the co-rotating frame there is no change in x when we move to other region, but in the
original coordinate system x˜ is shifted by x˜Ñ x˜´ iβΩH{2 when we move a point from 1`` to 1`´,
for example.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) Penrose diagram for maximally extended rotating BTZ (non-
extremal). Regions 1`˘: r ą r`. Regions 2`˘: r´ ă r ă r`. Regions 3˘˘:
r ă r´. (b) Penrose diagram for the extremal limit r` “ r´.
where Z “ Tr e´βpH´ΩHJq is the partition function. The sum runs over a complete
basis of eigenstates with energy En and angular momentum Jn. We can view the
combination H˜L{R “ HL{R ´ ΩHJL{R as the effective Hamiltonian that evolves the
Left/Right system. When we consider the evolution for the full system defined in
the Hilbert space H “ HL bHR there are two possibilities for the choice of sign for
the Hamiltonian. Here we choose the combination H˜R ´ H˜L which leaves the TFD
invariant.
In the identification of the eternal rotating BTZ with the TFD state, it is im-
plicitly assumed that the dual theory is defined in the two boundaries in regions
1`` and 1`´ instead of the infinite disconnected boundaries present in the maximal
extension [23, 24]. Moreover, as previously mentioned, the region behind the r´
horizon is excluded since it is known that scalar perturbations lead to instabilities of
the Cauchy horizon. In our work the focus is in the region close to the outer horizon
so this subtlety plays no role in our analysis.
Gao, Jafferis and Wall (GJW) [4] showed that a wormhole in the eternal AdS
black hole scenario can be made traversable by turning on a coupling between the
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left and right boundaries of form
δHpt1q “ ´
ż
dd´1x1 hpt1, x1qORpt1, x1qOLp´t1, x1q, (3.2)
where for simplicity we choose,
hpt1, x1q “
#
hκ2´2∆, t0 ď t1 ď tf
0 , otherwise.
(3.3)
OL{R is a scalar operator of dimension3 ∆ “ d2´
b`
d
2
˘2 `m2 living in the Left/Right
CFT, dual to a bulk scalar field Φ with mass m. For a suitable choice of the sign of
the coupling this interaction produces negative null energy in the bulk violating the
Averaged Null Energy Condition (ANEC). Using the linearized Einstein equations
we will show in Sec. 3.2 that the effect of the interaction is to produce a negative
shift ∆V , so that a test particle sent from one boundary traveling near the horizon
can reach the other side.
3.1 Bulk-to-boundary propagator in a rotating background
One key ingredient to study traversability is the knowledge of the bulk-to-boundary
propagator. Since the rotating BTZ solution is locally AdS3, the bulk-to-boundary
propagator can be obtained from the propagator for AdS3 via a coordinate trans-
formation. The result when both bulk and boundary points are contained in region
1`` is [21],
Kpz, t, x; t1, x1q “
pr2` ´ r2´q∆2
2∆`1pi`
8ÿ
n“´8
”
´?z ´ 1 cosh
´
κδt´ r´
`
δxn
¯
`?z cosh
´r`
`
δxn
¯ı´∆
, (3.4)
where
z “ r
2 ´ r2´
r2` ´ r2´ , δt “ t´ t1, and δxn “ x´ x1 ` 2pin. (3.5)
Note that the overall normalization of the propagator is obtained by taking the
limit to the boundary from the bulk-to-bulk propagator [25, 26], such that it agrees
with the propagator considered by GJW in the limit r´ Ñ 0. Near the event horizon
in the region 1``, it is possible to explicitly invert the Kruskal coordinates (2.8) to
obtain
t “ 1
2κ
log
ˆ
´U
V
˙
, z “ 1´ γ2 UV `OpU2V 2q, (3.6)
3In principle there are two choices of sign ∆˘ “ d2 ˘
b`
d
2
˘2 `m2, but we pick the minus sign
to have a relevant deformation, which constrains 0 ă ∆ ă 1 for d “ 2.
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where we have defined
γ2 ” Ω2pr “ r`q “ 4r
2``2
r2` ´ r2´
ˆ
r` ´ r´
r` ` r´
˙r´{r`
. (3.7)
For example, the bulk-to-boundary propagator along V “ 0 for both points contained
in region 1`` becomes (omiting sum over images)
KpU, 0, x; U1, x1q “
`
r2` ´ r2´
˘∆
2
2∆`1pi`
ˆ
1
´γ
2
U{U1e´r´px´x1q ` coshrr`px´ x1qs
˙∆
, (3.8)
and propagators for points in different regions can be obtained using the imaginary
shifts in time that we have described in Sec. 2. We will also need the retarded bulk-
to-boundary propagator, which can be expressed as
Kretpz, t, x; t1, x1q “ (3.9)
“ |Kpz, t, x; t1, x1q| θpδtq θ
´?
z ´ 1 cosh
´
κ δt´ r´
`
δx
¯
´?z cosh
´r`
`
δx
¯¯
.
Throughout the rest of the paper we will set ` “ 1 for simplicity.
3.2 ANEC violation and wormhole size
We now evaluate the modified stress tensor in the rotating BTZ background when
we turn on the interaction (3.2). The analytic continuation of the bulk-to-boundary
propagator when the points are time-like separated from the boundary was studied
in [24]. This continuation works very much like in the non-rotating case. Therefore,
the steps of the calculation follow closely [4].
The starting point is to evaluate the bulk two-point function
GpU,U 1q ” 〈ΦRpU, xqΦRpU 1, xq〉. (3.10)
In the perturbative expansion in the coupling h, the one-loop contribution to the
two-point function is
Gh “ 2h sinppi∆q
κ2∆´2
ż tf
t0
dt1dx1Kpr1, t1, x1;´t1 ` iβ2 , x1qKretpr, t, x; t1, x1q ` ptØ t1q,
(3.11)
where we used the imaginary shift t Ñ t ´ iβ{2 to move all the points to the right
region 1``. Using the propagators (3.4) and (3.9), and evaluating at V “ 0 in
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Kruskal coordinates gives
GhpU,U 1q “
C0
ż U
U0
dU1
U1
ˆ
1
γ
2
e´r´δxU1U 1 ` coshpr`δxq
˙∆ ˆ
U1
γ
2
e´r´δxU ´ U1 coshpr`δxq
˙∆
dx1
` pU Ø U 1q
(3.12)
where U0 “ eκ t0 . After we shut down the interaction (U ą Uf “ eκ tf ) the upper
limit in the U1 integral should be replaced by Uf . The overall constant is
C0 “ hκ
1´∆r∆` sinp∆piq
2p2∆piq2 . (3.13)
The sum over the images extends the domain of the x1 integral to the entire real
axis, but it ends being constrained by the θ´function in the retarded propagator
(3.9), which requires that
γ
2
e´r´δxU ´ U1 coshpr`δxq ě 0. (3.14)
The bulk stress tensor associated to the scalar field Φ is
Tµν “ BµΦBνΦ´ 1
2
gµνg
ρσBρΦBσΦ´ 1
2
gµνm
2Φ2. (3.15)
At one-loop, the expectation value of the stress tensor for the perturbed Hamiltonian
can be evaluated via point splitting
〈Tµν〉 “ lim
xÑx1
ˆ
BµBνGpx, x1q ´ 1
2
gµνg
ρσBρBσGpx, x1q ´ 1
2
gµνm
2Gpx, x1q
˙
. (3.16)
When evaluated along the horizon at V “ 0, the gUU component of the unperturbed
metric vanishes, so the leading contribution to the null component of the stress tensor
is,
TUU “ lim
U 1ÑU
BUBU 1GhpU,U 1q. (3.17)
where the perturbed propagator GhpU,U 1q, obtained in (3.12), can be evaluated
numerically. Evaluating (3.17) we can find the effect of the double trace deformation
on the average null energy. As we see in Fig. 2 our results show that the ANEC is
violated.
As mentioned in Sec. 1, ANEC violation is a necessary condition for a wormhole
becoming traversable. It is illuminating to explicitly follow a null ray in the perturbed
metric going from past infinity (U Ñ ´8) to future infinity (U Ñ 8) along the V “ 0
horizon. The linearized Einstein equation for the UU component for the fluctuations
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evaluated at V “ 0 givesż
dU
ˆ
κ
2r`
hUU ´ r´BxhUU
r2`
´ B
2
xhUU
2r2`
˙
“ 8piGN
ż
dUTUU , (3.18)
where we assume that the fluctuations vanish at infinity. Since the interaction (3.2)
is being integrated over the transverse space, the modified stress tensor should be
independent of the transverse coordinate x. This reduces the equation to
8piGN
ż
dUTUU “ κ
2r`
ż
dUhUU “ r
2` ´ r2´
2r2`
ż
dUhUU . (3.19)
We can now relate the average null energy to the shift ∆V pUq in the null geodesics
at the horizon caused by the interaction. After including the perturbation, we can
see from the metric (2.9) that the null ray originating in the past is given by,
∆V pUq “ ´ 1
2gUV p0q
ż U
´8
dUhUU (3.20)
where gUV p0q is the U V component of the original metric evaluated on V “ 0. Now,
from (3.19) and (3.20) we get,
∆V pUq “ 1
2
ˆ
r` ´ r´
r` ` r´
˙´ r´
r`
8piGN
ż U
´8
dUTUU . (3.21)
We identify the “size” of opening of the wormhole as ∆V p8q, which we will denote
simply by ∆V .
3.2.1 Numerical results
In our numerical analysis we have set h “ 1, GN “ 1, and the interaction was
turned on between t0 “ 0 and tf “ 1. Fig. 2 shows the ANE obtained by evaluating
(3.17) numerically at fixed temperatures as a function of the dimensionless ratio
J{M . Note that the curves never reach the value J{M “ 1 since we are fixing a
non-zero temperature (non-extremal case). We see that the ANEC is violated and
this violation is more pronounced for increasing temperatures. As a check of our
numerical results, note that the red (solid) curve in Fig. 2 corresponds to the same
temperature chosen in [4] and the value for J “ 0 in our plot coincides with the
numerical value they obtained for ∆ “ 0.6.
One of the motivations of this work is to find out if the traversable wormhole is
larger in a rotating background. We find that the answer is positive for h ą 0. The
wormhole opening becomes larger as we increase J{M ; see Fig. 3. This increasing is
mainly due to the geometrical factor in (3.21) relating the opening of the wormhole
– 10 –
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
-0.025
-0.020
-0.015
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-0.005
0.000
J/M
∫d
U
T
U
U
2 π T = 0.5
2π T=0.8
2π T=1.0
2π T=1.5
Figure 2: Average null energy at fixed temperatures as a function of angular mo-
mentum. We have set ∆ “ 0.6.
and the ANE. In the next section we will re-derive this result using the out-of-time
order correlators approach developed in [6].
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
-1.0
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
J/M
ΔV
2 π T = 0.5
2π T=0.8
2π T=1.0
2π T=1.5
Figure 3: Size of the opening of the wormhole as a function of angular momentum.
We have set ∆ “ 0.6.
So far we have only considered the case of fixed temperatures that does not
give us much information about the extremal limit, in which T Ñ 0 and J Ñ M .
We can investigate the extremal limit by keeping the mass fixed and varying J and
T simultaneously. Our results show that the wormhole closes as we approach the
extremal limit; see Fig. 4a. We note that the variation in the opening near the
extremal limit is very abrupt if we take the limit with fixed mass. We have also
plotted the opening by fixing r`, which corresponds to fix the black hole entropy, as
a function of the angular velocity ΩH “ r´r` ; see Fig. 4b.
The numerical results presented in Fig. 2-4 were obtained for boundary operators
of conformal dimension ∆ “ 0.6. We repeat the calculation for different values of ∆
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J
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(a) Fixed M “ 1.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
-0.4
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0.0
r-/r+
ΔV
(b) Fixed r` “ 1.
Figure 4: Opening of the wormhole with temperature not fixed. The wormhole
closes as we approach the extremal limit. We have set ∆ “ 0.6.
and we find that for any value of allowed conformal dimension (0 ă ∆ ă 1) there is
a violation of ANEC implying a traversable wormhole; see Fig. 5-6.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
-0.020
-0.015
-0.010
-0.005
0.000
Δ
∫d
U
T
U
U
J/M=0
J/M=0.5
J/M=0.75
J/M=0.95
Figure 5: Average null energy for different values of the conformal dimension ∆ at
fixed temperature T “ 1
2pi
.
4 Bound on information transfer and backreaction
4.1 Diagnose of traversability from Left/Right commutator
In [6] the authors elaborated on the quantum information interpretation of the re-
sults in [4]. Focusing on nearly AdS2 gravity [27], which is claimed to be the dual
of the SYK model, they presented a bound on the information that can be trans-
ferred through the wormhole. They also considered a double trace deformation4 but
4More precisely, they considered the slightly different interaction gK
řK
j“1OjRp0qOjLp0q, where
the K fields are introduced to make the effect larger and the interaction is turned on only at time
t “ 0.
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Figure 6: Wormhole opening for different values of the conformal dimension ∆ at
fixed temperature T “ 1
2pi
.
proposed a different way to diagnose traversability of the wormhole using techniques
involving out-of-time order correlation functions that appear in the context of quan-
tum chaos [28, 29]. In this perspective, traversability can be interpreted as the result
of a high energy scattering where the signal particle φ scatters with O and suffers a
time advance for positive h, so it can emerge on the other boundary (Fig. 7).
Figure 7: The setup of the traversable wormhole [6]. The double trace deformation
produces negative null energy that causes a time advance in the probe φ.
In this section we review the diagnose of [6] and we adapt their results to derive
the opening of the wormhole for the eternal rotating BTZ black hole. We consider a
generic metric in Kruskal coordinates written as
ds2 “ ´apuvqdudv ` pbpu, vqdu` cpu, vqdv ` rpuvqdxq2 , (4.1)
and let us define the following quantities evaluated at the horizon
a0 “ ap0q, r0 “ rp0q. (4.2)
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We will assume that bpv “ 0q “ 0 to simplify the calculation. Note that this applies
to the rotating BTZ case (2.9). In the framework of [6] the diagnose of traversability
is based on the commutator
〈“
φL, e
´iVφR eiV
‰〉
, V ”
ż t
t0
dt1 δHpt1q, (4.3)
where φR “ φRptRq, φL “ φLptLq, and the brackets 〈...〉 denote the expectation value
in the TFD state. The convention for time is tR “ ´tL “ t. If the commutator
is non-zero, then the signal from the left boundary successfully reached the right
boundary.
Assuming the operators are Hermitian, we can focus on a simpler quantity
C ” 〈e´iVφR eiVφL〉, (4.4)
which is related to the original commutator via〈“
φL, e
´iVφR eiV
‰〉 “ ´2 ImpCq. (4.5)
In the small GN limit, and assuming the relative boost between O and φ is large, we
can approximate the scattering between states created by φ and O by a shock wave
with amplitude Sgrav “ eiδ˜ [30, 31]. The final expression is [6] (see also [13])
C “ ei〈V〉α
ż
dpu dy puΨ˚φLppu, yqΨφRppu, yq eiD, (4.6)
where α “ a20r0
4pi
. The exponent is defined by
D ” α
ż
dqv dx
ż
dt1 dx1 q
veiδ˜hpt1, x1qΨ˚ORpqv, xqΨOLpqv, xq, (4.7)
where the wavefunctions are given by the Fourier transform of the bulk-to-boundary
propagators
ΨORpqv, xq “
ż
dveia0q
vv{2
〈
Φpu, v, xqO:Rpt1, x1q
〉
u“0
,
ΨOLpqv, xq “
ż
dveia0q
vv{2〈Φpu, v, xqOLp´t1, x1q〉u“0,
ΨφRppu, yq “
ż
dueia0p
uu{2〈Φφpu, v, yqφRpt, y1q〉v“0,
ΨφLppu, yq “
ż
dueia0p
uu{2
〈
Φφpu, v, yqφ:Lp´t, y1q
〉
v“0
, (4.8)
and Φφ is the bulk field dual to φ. In the above expression, we have decomposed the
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single particle wavefunction of φ into states with momentum pu on the v “ 0 slice,
and momentum qv on the u “ 0 slice for O. The operator OL{R is applied at a point
x1 and φL{R is applied at y1 in transverse space, while x and y are bulk transverse
coordinates that appear in the bulk-to-boundary propagators being integrated.
4.2 Probe limit
Here we derive the opening of the wormhole for rotating BTZ using the formula
(4.6) in the probe limit. The first step is to derive the scattering amplitude eiδ˜,
which can be found by studying particles propagating along the horizon whose effect
is to produce a shock wave geometry [29]. For simplicity, let us assume the matter
creating the shock wave is symmetrically distributed over the transverse space, so
that the scattering amplitude will be independent of the transverse coordinates.
The parameters (4.2) for the rotating BTZ metric (2.9) are identified as
a0 “ γ2, r0 “ r`, (4.9)
with γ defined as in (3.7). If we send the matter with momentum pv along v “ 0,
this corresponds to a stress tensor5
Tvv “ ´pv
r`L
δpvq, so that ´ pv “
ż
r`dx dvTvv, (4.10)
where L denotes the integral of the transverse coordinate without the measure factor
r`. For rotating BTZ we have L “ 2pi, but we keep this factor general to make
the dependence on the volume of the transverse space explicit. From the linearized
Einstein equations (3.19) for the vv component, we have
8piGNTvv “ κ
2r`
hvv, (4.11)
which gives
hvv “ a0auδpvq, au ” ´16piGN
a0κL
pv. (4.12)
The effect is then to produce a translation by an amount au once we cross the horizon
v “ 0. Note that au ą 0 since pv is negative for a physical particle. The scattering
amplitude is identified as
iδ˜ “ ´iauqu. (4.13)
In the probe limit, in which we assume au is small, we can expand the exponent
in (4.7) for small au. The zeroth order term of the expansion cancels with ei〈V〉 in
the expression for C (4.6), while the term proportional to au contributes to a term
that acts as a translation for the φ wavefunction. In the end we obtain a correlator
5Upper and lower indices are related by qv “ ´ 2a0 qu, pu “ ´ 2a0 pv.
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for φ that has the form
Cprobe “
〈
φRe
´iavPˆvφL
〉
, (4.14)
where
av “ ´iα
pu
ż
dqv dx
ż
dt1 dx1 q
v δ˜ hpt1, x1qΨ˚ORpqv, xqΨOLpqv, xq, (4.15)
and Pˆv is the translation operator that shifts the φL wavefunction by an amount
av along the v direction. This gives us the opening of the wormhole in the probe
limit that was calculated using a different method in Sec. 3.2. The quantity av here
corresponds to ∆V in (3.21).
Let us evaluate (4.15) for the rotating BTZ. The wavefunctions ΨOL{R can be
computed explicitly since we know the form of the bulk-to-boundary propagator,
which evaluated at u “ 0 is
Kp0, v, x; t1, x1q “
`
r2` ´ r2´
˘∆
2
2∆`1pi
ˆ
1
´v γ
2
e´r´px´x1qe´κt1 ` coshrr`px´ x1qs
˙∆
. (4.16)
By performing the Fourier transform we obtain the wavefunctions
ΨOLpqv, xq “ 2
1`∆qvpqvγq´2`∆pr`κq∆{2
Γp∆q e
i coshrr`px´x1qse´r´px´x1qκt1qvγ´ ipi∆2 ´r´∆px´x1q`κt1 ,
Ψ˚ORpqv, xq “ ΨOLpqv, xq|t1Ñ´t1 . (4.17)
We can evaluate (4.15) by performing the integral over qv first. The integral over
x1 is extended over all real axis because we are summing over the contribution of
all images coming from the periodicity in the transverse coordinate. At the end we
obtain
av “ ´hGN 4
1´2∆r1`∆` κ1´∆Γp1` 2∆q
γ Γp∆q It1Ix1 , (4.18)
where the integrals It1 and Ix1 can be evaluated in terms of beta and hypergeometric
functions
It1 “
ż tf
t0
dt1
cosh1`2∆pκ t1q “
i
2κ
“
Bpcosh2pκ tf q,´∆, 12q ´Bpcosh2pκ t0q,´∆, 12q
‰
,
(4.19)
Ix1 “
ż 8
´8
dx er´px´x1q
cosh1`2∆rr`px´ x1qs
“ 21`2∆
„
2F1
´
r``r´
2r` `∆,1`2∆,
3
2
` r´
2r``∆,´1
¯
r`p1`2∆q`r´ `
2F1
´
r`´r´
2r` `∆,1`2∆,
3
2
´ r´
2r``∆,´1
¯
r`p1`2∆q´r´

.
(4.20)
This tells us that the φL signal, in the probe limit, is shifted by an amount a
v in the
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v direction. If we choose h to be positive, then av is negative and the wormhole is
traversable. The result for the opening agrees with the numerical calculation using
the method of [4] discussed in Sec. 3.2.
4.3 Bound from probe limit
In the probe limit we have assumed that the typical momentum of the state created
by φ is small. Once we increase the momentum, the wormhole starts to close and
therefore a bound on the information transferred is expected. In this section, follow-
ing [6], and using the opening in probe limit obtained in Sec. 4.2, we find a bound
on the information that can be transferred through the wormhole. In the next sec-
tion we present a refined version of the bound using a more careful treatment of the
backreaction effects.
Let us assume that we are sending many particles with same characteristic mo-
mentum pv. Effectively, this corresponds to treat the wavefunctions ΨφL{R in (4.6) as
multiparticle wavefunctions, and replace the momentum that appear in the scattering
amplitude (4.13) by the total momentum ptotalv “
ř
l p
l
v, where l is an index for each
individual particle. The amount of information Nsend sent through the wormhole can
be defined via
Nsend ” p
total
v
pv
. (4.21)
Using the uncertainty principle pv a
v & 1, we obtain6
Nsend . avptotalv . (4.22)
The validity of the probe approximation breaks down when the scattering amplitude
δ˜ becomes order one, so we will require that δ˜ . 1. Using (4.13) we obtain
Nsend .
|av|Lγ2κ
16piGNqu
, (4.23)
where qu in the above expression corresponds to the characteristic value of momenta
for the particles created by O.
In the case of AdS2 studied in [6], the resulting bound (up to an order one con-
stant) was simply given by the value of the coupling. The same happens in our case
since the opening of the wormhole av is proportional to h. The physical interpre-
tation of the bound (4.23) becomes more evident by making use of the linearized
6A more rigorous derivation using monotonicity of relative entropy instead of the uncertainty
principle was also presented in [6] using an argument from [32], resulting in the same inequality up
to a factor of 2pi.
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Figure 8: Bound on Nsend using Eq. (4.23), assuming momentum is sent spherically
over transverse space at fixed temperatures. We fixed h “ 1, ∆ “ 0.6, t0 “ 0, tf “ 1.
Einstein equations (3.19) allowing us to express the bound in terms of the ANE
Nsend .
r`L
ˇˇş
duTuu
ˇˇ
qu
. (4.24)
If we assume that the characteristic momenta qu is order one, we conclude that the
bound on information is simply given by the ANE multiplied by the volume of the
transverse space.
There is still an order one constant ambiguity in the above bound. However, the
bound still captures the dependence on the temperature and the angular momentum
since we carried the dependence on the r` and r´ parameters in all steps. Fig. 8
shows that the bound becomes larger as we increase the dimensionless ratio J{M at
fixed temperatures. By looking at (4.24) and from our result for the ANE obtained
in Sec. 3.2.1, we see that this increase is mostly due to a respective increase in the
r` parameter, which is equivalent to an increase in the black hole entropy (2.5).
In Fig. 9, we show the behavior of the bound as we vary both J and T . In
particular, as we approach the extremal limit, the bound on information goes to
zero, which is consistent with our result in Sec. 3.2.1 where the wormhole closes in
the extremal limit. The closing of the wormhole is somewhat expected since the
wormhole throat becomes infinitely long at extremality [33, 34]. We note, however,
that the traversable wormhole presented here depends on several parameters in the
interaction profile (3.2) such as the time interval in which the interaction is turned
on. It is plausible that scaling the parameters one can obtain a non-zero opening
size even in the extremal limit. Indeed, an example of a traversable wormhole at
extremality was recently found in [35] by incorporating the backreaction of quantum
fields with adequate boundary conditions.
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Figure 9: Bound on information transfer.
4.4 Improving analysis with backreaction
Even though the insertion of the operator φ contributes only to the Tvv component
of the stress tensor, the ANE along v “ 0 evaluated from (3.17) still gets modified
once we include the backreaction of φ. This can be understood as φ producing a
shock wave localized along v “ 0, which delays the quanta produced by OR; Fig. 10.
As a result, the effect of the double trace interaction becomes weaker, decreasing the
ANE injected into the bulk and closing the wormhole.
Figure 10: The backreaction of φ produces a shock wave geometry. The wavefunc-
tion associated to OR suffers a time delay when it crosses the horizon at v “ 0.
Here, we investigate the effect of backreaction in the opening of the wormhole by
applying the double trace deformation in the BTZ geometry perturbed by the shock
wave produced by φ. This can be accomplished simply by replacing U 1 Ñ U 1`Au in
(3.12), which corresponds to apply a shift in the U direction to the bulk-to-boundary
propagator that originally connected the left boundary to a point at the horizon. The
parameter Au is related to the total momentum sent through the wormhole via
Au “ ´16piGN
a0κL
ptotalv . (4.25)
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Alternatively, using the diagnose of traversability of [6], we can apply a translation
in the wavefunction ΨOR
ΨOR Ñ e´iAuquΨOR . (4.26)
For the purpose of the calculation, we can imagine that we send an extra particle
with momentum pv ! ptotalv . We can then treat this particle as a probe for the opening
of the wormhole that will now depend on ptotalv . In this picture the effective scattering
amplitude becomes
iδtotal “ ´ipAu ` auqqu (4.27)
where
au “ ´16piGN
a0κL
pv. (4.28)
We can expand in au to linear order, so that the particle with momentum pv will
acquire a shift in the v direction, which we identify as the opening of the wormhole
including the backreaction. The integral over qv for the exponent of (4.6) gives
D “ D0
ż
dt1dx1dx
ˆ
er´px´x1q
γpAu ` auq ` 4e´r´px´x1q coshrr`px´ x1qs coshpκt1q
˙2∆
,
(4.29)
where the coefficient D0 is
D0 “ hr
1`∆` κ2´∆Γp2∆q
piΓp∆q2 . (4.30)
After expanding to first order in au we obtain wormhole opening,
avback “ A0
ż
dx dt1 e
r´px´x1q
p4piGNer´px´x1qp´ptotalv {Lq ` γκ coshpr`px´ x1qq coshpκt1qq1`2∆ ,
(4.31)
where A0 is,
A0 “ ´41´2∆hGNγ2∆r1`∆` κ2`∆ Γp1` 2∆qΓp∆q2 . (4.32)
Evaluating (4.31) numerically we obtain the opening of the wormhole with back-
reaction; see Fig. 11. Our parameters were fixed as h “ 1, GN “ 1, ∆ “ 0.6, t0 “ 0,
tf “ 1, and T “ 12pi . We see that the wormhole closes as we increase the momentum
ptotalv sent through it.
We can obtain a refined bound by determining the momentum that maximizes
the right hand side of (4.22),
Nsend . max
“
avback p
total
v
‰
, (4.33)
which corresponds to determine the maximum values in the curves displayed in
Fig 12. This improves the bound by removing the order one ambiguity in the step in
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which we assumed δ˜ . 1. Comparing with the previous estimative in Fig. 8 at same
temperature T “ 1
2pi
, we see that the refined bound is slightly smaller, suggesting a
sharper bound.
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Figure 11: Opening of the wormhole as a function of momentum ptotalv sent spheri-
cally distributed over transverse space. Fixed temperature T “ 1
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tributed momentum. Fixed temperature T “ 1
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5 Dependence on transverse coordinates
In the previous sections we have considered the double trace interaction (3.2) with a
uniform coupling so that the size of the opening of the wormhole was independent of
the transverse coordinate x. A natural question to ask is how the opening changes
if we consider instead a non-homogeneous coupling. In this section, we briefly an-
alyze this question by deriving the opening of the wormhole in the probe limit by
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considering the modified interaction
δHlocpt1q “ ´gORpt1, x1qOLp´t1, x1q, (5.1)
which is turned on only in the direction x1 in transverse space, for a time t0 ď t1 ď tf .
We will follow again the approach used in [6]. We can probe the opening of the
wormhole by assuming that the momentum pv produced by the operator φ is localized
at some position y1. For the background in the form of (4.1), this contributes to the
stress tensor with [29]
Tvv “ a0
2r0
puδpy ´ y1q, (5.2)
and the effect is to produce a shock wave localized around y1
hvvpy ´ y1q “ 8piGNr`pua0δpV qfpy ´ y1q, (5.3)
where fpyq is a transverse profile that can be determined from the linearized Einstein
equations. Specializing to our rotating geometry the solution is given by
fpyq “ e
r´ y´r`|y|
2r`
, (5.4)
which is obtained by solving the equation
´ f2pyq ` 2r´f 1pyq ` pr2` ´ r2´qfpyq “ δpyq. (5.5)
The corresponding scattering amplitude is
δ˜loc “ 16piGNr`pvfpxq
a0
qu (5.6)
Using this scattering amplitude, we can derive the opening of the wormhole using
(4.15) again, but now the opening will be a function of the separation y´x1 between
φ and O in the transverse space. We plotted the result in Fig. 13. The wormhole
opening is peaked near x1, but due to the presence of rotation the maximum value
of the opening is slightly shifted to the right.
6 Conclusions and future directions
In this work we explored the effect of rotation in the size of a traversable worm-
hole obtained via a double trace boundary deformation. We find that the size of the
wormhole and the amount of information that can be transferred through it increases
in a rotating geometry. We improved on the existing bound on information trans-
ferred by taking into account the backreaction. We also briefly consider a boundary
coupling that has a compact support on the spatial boundary coordinates. We show
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Figure 13: Opening of the wormhole when interaction is turned only along the x1
direction. Temperature fixed T “ 1
2pi
. Set g “ 1, ∆ “ 0.6, t0 “ 0, and tf “ 1.
that this boundary profile of the coupling is reflected in the wormhole opening. There
are many issues that remain to be explored in this fascinating subject:
• Charge and extremality. Given that our results show the rotation tends to make
the wormhole larger, it is natural to ask what is the effect of charge in the size
of the wormhole. A more detailed study either in the rotating or charged case
would also be desirable.
• Traversability in multi-boundary black holes. In three dimensions multi-boundary
black holes are constructed as an appropriate quotient of AdS. Their causal
structure, entanglement entropy and complexity have been thoroughly studied
[36–39]. It would be interesting to understand how traversability via a bound-
ary deformation works in this scenario and to study its quantum teleportation
interpretation.
• Beyond the eikonal approximation. Both [4] and [6] rely on the eikonal ap-
proximation [30, 31]. It would be interesting to investigate traversability by
performing a scattering calculation that does not assume this approximation.
• Testing reconstruction behind the horizon. The traversable wormhole studied
here implies a particular deformation of the boundary Hamiltonian. The effect
of this deformation is to bring in causal contact the interior of the black hole
and the boundary. Thus, standard reconstruction methods can now be used
for operators that were in the black hole interior and this would allow to check
the proposal of [40] for operators behind the horizon.
• Higher dimensional wormholes. Traversable wormholes obtained via double
trace deformation have been studied so far only in 1` 1 and 2` 1 dimensions.
– 23 –
It would be nice to investigate what changes when we consider traversable
wormholes in higher dimensions7 in particular how the additional transverse
directions can play a role from the boundary perspective as a quantum tele-
portation.
We hope to return to some of these issues in the future.
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